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7500 tn of space debris
750,000 debris between the size of 1cm to 10cm
Research

































Blog, Booklet and Abstract
Secondary Research
• Current Policies around Space Debris
• Guidelines
• Dual Use Technologies
• Checks & Balances




• Impact of Gender on Space 
Exploration
• Impact of Space on UK Economy
• Space Elevator Sustainability





• Democratization of Space
• Economics of Space
• Design Approach in Space Industry
• International Policy Framework
• Space & Relatability
Narrowing down
Space Debris
• Is burning on re-entry the best way to end a 
satellites life
Democratisation of Space
• Who keeps check on how data from satellites are 
processed?
• How can treaties be revised for the new Space 
age?
Space & relatability
• How can common man relate more to Space?
• How do you kindle interest and fascination on a 
larger scale towards Space?
Research & Mapping
• Structured view of the Space 
industry.
• Finding new problems, opportunity 
areas and intervention points
• Understanding Upstream and 
Downstream  of the Industry





Why conduct a workshop with kids?




Flow of the workshop
Write down facts about Space and fact about Earth.
Presentation
Make your own superhero/super-heroin
Humanising a Satellite
Teaching them the parts of a Satellite
Make your own Satellite
Workshop with the professionals
The Past: Restart the Space Age with your 
current understanding.
The Present: Deal with present space debris.









Design for Secondary use
Design for Transformation





• Disallowed launching of satellites into the 
Geostationary orbit.
• Standardisation of satellite parts, and creation of 
modular buses which could be repaired or replaced 
easily
Present group:-
• Mitigating space debris using nets
• Increased global co-operation
• Better ground segments to track the orbital debris.
Future group:-
• Artificial envelope of gases that reflect 
communication signals
• Developing microwave and infrared waves to carry 
out the function of broadband communication
Outcomes










Developing concepts based on the 
workshop
Satellite designs
